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Crystal Net
WITH MC CHATON ROSE MAXIMA

Colors *

ss 10 ss 12 ss 16 ss 20 ss 30 ss 34 ss 40 ss 48

Coatings

crystal ab, argent flare, velvet, honey, golden honey, blond flare, sunrise, aurum, monte carlo, starlight gold, capri gold, lava, red flame, venus, 
peacock green, blue flare, nightfall, labrador, hematite, silver flare, brown flare

Sizes

Our stunning Crystal Net is the first innovation of its kind and literally covers whatever 
it touches in authentic Bohemian crystal. Each piece is a customizable masterpiece of 
a combination of up to 10 different stone colors and sizes, allowing limitless possibilities 
and making the Crystal Net a high fashion frontrunner. Made with our premium quality, 
lead-free MC Chaton Rose MAXIMA hotfix stones, Crystal Net comes in eight stone sizes 
and our full range of colors and coatings. 

Soft, light and flexible

MC Chaton Rose MAXIMA   
art. 438 11 615

MC Chaton Rose MAXIMA   
art. 438 11 618

NOTE:

* All colors are available with AB coating.
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Product Specification

1   EDGE
Our Crystal Net comes with four different possibilities of edges sui-
table for various application techniques: loose [1], looped [2], filled-in 
[3] and neat [4].

2   STRING TYPE
Depending on its intended use, Crystal Net can be created with both 
elastic and non-elastic threads.

3   STRING COLOR
An important part of the Crystal Net is the string color, which comes 
in three versions: black [5], white [6] or a combination of both [7].

4   SPACING
Crystals are placed on the Net in a grid formation, with a minimum 
distance of 1 mm.

5   AVAILABLE DIMENSIONS
Maximum size of Crystal net is 160 x 70cm.

6   CUSTOMIZED PRODUCTION 
Able to be produced in a combination of up to 10 different sizes and 
colors, Crystal Net can also be produced as a customized motif or 
shape for fashion use.

      
7   APPLICATION
The advantage of Crystal Net is its multiple application possibilities: 
sew-on [8, 9] and hotfix [10].
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